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Abstract. Instrumentation for positron emission tomography (PET) imaging has experienced tremendous
improvements in performance over the past 60 years since it was first conceived as a medical imaging modality.
Spatial resolution has improved by a factor of 10 and sensitivity by a factor of 40 from the early designs in the
1970s to the high-performance scanners of today. Multimodality configurations have emerged that combine PET
with computed tomography (CT) and, more recently, with MR. Whole-body scans for clinical purposes can now
be acquired in under 10 min on a state-of-the-art PET/CT. This paper will review the history of these technical
developments over 40 years and summarize the important clinical research and healthcare applications that
have been made possible by these technical advances. Some perspectives for the future of this technology
will also be presented that promise to bring about new applications of this imaging modality in clinical research
and healthcare. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.4.1.011013]
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1 Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) is the most specific and
sensitive means for imaging molecular interactions and path-
ways within the human body.1 The specificity arises from the
range of positron-emitting radionuclides, which can be used
to label specific biomarkers, biochemicals, and pharmaceuticals
without disturbing their biological function. In addition, radia-
tion emitted from a radiolabeled tracer is specific to that tracer
and can be detected above the low natural radiation background.
The main confounding factors are the requirements to correct for
the effect of scatter and the attenuation of photons by the tissue.
These two aspects are fundamental to effecting the tracer prin-
ciple for which George de Hevesy received the Nobel Prize in
chemistry in 1943. The sensitivity of PET is the ability to detect
low molecular mass of the tracer, which depends on two factors.
The first is the ability of the radiochemistry to produce labeled
compounds with high specific activity, namely the measured
radioactivity per gram of compound, so that a high percentage
of the injected compound is radiolabeled. The second factor
is the ability to detect and localize the positron-emitting nuclei
by using coincidence counting to capture the paired annihilation
photons emitted following positron annihilation with an electron.

Over the course of the last 60 plus years, coincidence detec-
tion of positron-emitting radionuclides has evolved from single
pairs of detectors for planar imaging to current PET scanners
with arrays of detector elements covering typically 25 cm or
more, in axial length and contain the order of 35,000 individual
detector elements. Currently, the first total-body PET scanner,
the EXPLORER, is being built, which is 2 m in axial length
and contains 560,000 individual detector elements,2 some 10
times those in commercial scanners. From the early scanners of
the 1960s to the EXPLORER under construction today, the
objective is always to improve the sensitivity so as to maximize

the acquired counts per unit of radiation dose to the patient and
achieve high spatial and temporal resolutions. Developments
have centered on improvements in the scintillator crystal
and photodetector combination, the acquisition electronics and
advances in data processing, reconstruction and image analysis.
A primary factor contributing to improved sensitivity is the axial
coverage of the scanner that has increased from 2 cm in the early
systems (ECAT II) to 25 cm in the most advanced scanners
available today. Since 2001, essentially all PET scanners are
physically combined with an anatomical imaging device such
as a CT or, from 2010, an MR scanner. The second modality
not only provides a high spatial resolution anatomical frame-
work that is accurately coregistered with the functional PET
image, but also can be used to improve the quality of the
PET image. Historically, the development of clinical PET/CT
occurred in the mid-1990s, around the time when the concept
of preclinical PET/MR was being explored. Subsequently,
clinical PET/CT translated into a preclinical PET/CT device
while, sometime later, the preclinical PET/MR designs became
a reality in the clinical domain.

The point that will be emphasized in this review is that sys-
tematic advances in PET scanner technology have resulted in a
factor of 40 increase in sensitivity from the very early single-
slice designs to the commercial scanners of today. Inevitably,
each new phase in this progression has come at additional
cost, although this has been offset by an increase in the acquired
signal per unit of cost, resulting in potential new clinical and
research applications. Following the agreement in 1998 of
Medicare to reimburse for some cancer indications in the
United States, commercial competition among vendors of PET
instrumentation also helped to contain the cost of the develop-
ment. Based on that past experience, and given the increasing
and foreseen wider use of whole-body PET, it is anticipated that
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the introduction of new PET scanner technology will meet this
growing challenge by an increase in sensitivity of a factor of 40
for whole-body imaging. It is predicted that this future technol-
ogy will be widely adopted, resulting in new applications of PET
in clinical research and healthcare and thereby realizing the full
potential of this imaging modality. To achieve this goal, inno-
vation will be required of physicists and engineers encouraged
and stimulated by new applications encompassing a whole-
body, “systems biology” approach for exploiting the uniqueness
of PET-based molecular imaging. While the technical advances
in PET instrumentation are the main subject of this review, the
corresponding advances in clinical research and healthcare will
be summarized with reference to appropriate reviews. PET has
an extensive and far-reaching history, and any review cannot
cover all aspects due to space limitations. This review is there-
fore, by necessity, incomplete although every attempt has been
made to include significant milestones in the technological
development. For a recent comprehensive review of PET tech-
nology, image reconstruction, and applications, see Ref. 3.

2 Setting the Scene: Positron Emission
Tomography Coincidence Detection
Methods

Two initial reports of the opportunities offered by the use of
coincidence detection of positron capture in medicine were
published independently in 1951. Wrenn et al.4 from Duke
University suggested the use of coincidence detection, whereas
Sweet5 from Boston referred to it in a more general report on the
use of nuclear disintegrations in the diagnosis and treatment of
brain tumors. A detailed publication on the application of the
coincidence detection for localizing brain tumors was published
by Brownell and Sweet from Massachusetts General Hospital
(MGH) in 1953.6 A pair of sodium iodide detectors [Fig. 1(a)],
operating in coincidence, were placed on either side of the
head and scanned rectilinearly to derive the distribution of
the radioactivity. The application was to image the underlying
distribution of the positron emitter 74As, which leaks into the

disrupted blood brain barrier caused by the tumor, as shown
in Fig. 1(b).

In 1961, a group at Brookhaven National Laboratory devel-
oped a ring of 32 sodium iodide-based coincidence detectors
surrounding the head.7 At the Donner Laboratory of the
University of California, Berkeley, Anger,8 who invented the
gamma camera, used it in coincidence with a reference detector.
By the late 1960s, the MGH group led by Brownell9 had devel-
oped what they termed the hybrid scanner by constructing static
two-dimensional (2-D) arrays of individual coincident detectors
to view the brain. The image, while still primarily 2-D, was
recorded with much increased sensitivity over the single pair of
scanning probes. The MGH group went on to develop a device
known as the positron camera shown in Fig. 2, that had a field of
view of 27 cm × 30 cm, which became operational in the early

Fig 1 (A) First clinical positron imaging device developed in 1953 by Dr. Brownell (left) and Dr. Aronow
(right), and (B) the coincidence and unbalance scans of patient with recurring brain tumor. The coinci-
dence scan (a) of a patient showing recurrence of a tumor under the previous operation site, and
unbalance scan (b) showing asymmetry to the left. [Reproduced from Ref. 6].

Fig. 2 One of the first positron imaging devices, the positron camera
that was developed by Dr. Brownell and his team at Massachusetts
Hospital (MGH) in Boston. The device became operational in 1969
and consists of two planar arrays of crystals. The patient is positioned
between the two detectors.
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1970s.10 A unique feature of the design, devised by Burnham
and Brownell10, was a coding scheme that allowed small sodium
iodide crystals to be encoded by fewer, larger photomultipliers,
thereby reducing cost and improving spatial resolution.

3 Instrumentation for Tomographic Imaging
of Positron Emission: Early Designs

The announcement of the invention by Hounsfield11 of a method
for x-ray computerized tomography,12 for which he shared the
1979 Nobel Prize in physiology and medicine with Cormack,
vividly illustrated the power of tomographic imaging.
Transaxial single photon emission computerized tomography
(SPECT) had been explored extensively by Kuhl et al.13,14 in
the 1960s and early 1970s. Their work and others’work, notably
Budinger and Gullberg15 using the Anger camera, were an
appreciable stimulus to extend this approach to positron-
emitting radioisotopes.

Chesler rotated the MGH positron camera to record multiple
views, which were then filtered and back projected to obtain
transaxial tomographic images. Chesler also recorded a trans-
mission image using an external source of 68Ga which provided,
for each projection, an accurate attenuation correction for every
line-of-response between coincidence detectors. This provided
the means for avoiding distortion in the reconstructed image as
well as offering a means to derive quantitative values for tissue
concentrations of radioisotopes. He initially presented this
method at the 18th SNM annual meeting in 1971 in Los Angeles,
California16 and, in more detail, at a meeting on Tomographic
Imaging in Nuclear Medicine in 1972, the proceedings of
which were published in 1973.17 Here, he specifically compared
his computational method of removing out-of-plane activity
with conventional tomography, where the activity was blurred
but not removed. Also in 1973, Chesler18 presented tomographic
images of myocardium perfusion. In these initial publications,
the ability to quantify the regional tissue concentration of tracer
in absolute units was not reported. In retrospect, this is assumed
to be due to the sensitivity of the open positron camera design to
recording high levels of random and scattered coincidences,
which at the time could not be corrected for owing to the
lack of delayed electronic circuitry to monitor and acquire
randoms, and an effective scatter correction technique. An
improved version of the positron camera, was designed specifi-
cally for tomographic imaging and later commercialized.

The next major contribution in instrumentation was a
development in St. Louis, Missouri, around 1974 when Ter-
Pogossian, Phelps, Hoffman, and Mullani readdressed the
physical characteristics of a positron tomograph to ensure the
ability to quantify regional concentrations of the tracer in tissue.
They focused on optimizing the physical design of the scanner
to minimize the registration of unwanted coincidences that arise
due to contributions from random coincidences and scattered
events, as well as dead time losses from the high flux of incident
gamma rays on the detectors. To meet these challenges, a hex-
agonal array of sodium iodide scintillation detectors was con-
structed surrounding a single transaxial plane, protected by
heavy side shielding. As in the case of the MGH positron cam-
era, they placed lead, iris-like apertures over the front of each
detector to improve the spatial resolution. To ensure adequate
within-plane sampling, they also followed the practice of the
MGH group of physically moving, in discrete steps, the detector
heads one intercrystal distance and incrementally rotated the
assembly around the transaxial plane.19,20 This system was

termed positron emission transaxial tomography (PETT). It is
worth noting that, while the MGH design acquired a 30-cm
axial field of view tomographically, the need to rotate the gantry
through 180 deg was a disadvantage compared to the single
transaxial plane scanner, which only had to rotate through
60 deg. Furthermore, because of the more open design, the
MGH positron camera registered high levels of scattered and
random coincidences, and operated with high dead time. It
has only been since the introduction of a faster scintillator and
the development of methodology for correcting for scattered
coincidences that a more open field-of-view and increased axial
length have become feasible, leading to the current, state-of-the-
art, quantitative PET scanners.

The group in St. Louis specifically minimized the contribu-
tion of scattered coincidences acquired in their scanner design
and were thus able to report the ability to make quantitative mea-
surements of the regional tissue concentration of a positron-
emitting radionuclide.21,22 These quantitative measurements
have proved to be an important property of PET, where the tis-
sue uptake obtained from the image voxels can be calibrated in
absolute units of radioactivity. This can be achieved by cross
calibrating a phantom, filled with radioactive fluid, which is
imaged in the scanner and with aliquot samples taken from
the phantom and measured in a well-counter or dose calibrator.
The tissue concentration of tracer can then be measured in the
same units as the administered dose, as measured in a dose cal-
ibrator. The blood concentration of the tracer can be obtained
from blood pool regions within the image, or from well counter
measured blood samples taken from the patient, although the
latter procedure is more invasive. From this set of calibrated
measurements (injected dose, blood, and tissue concentration),
the biodistribution of the tracer can be quantified in relation to
administered dose and blood concentrations. By acquiring a set
of serial time frames during the uptake of the tracer, the kinetics
of exchange of tracer between the blood and the tissue can be
modeled to derive values of the rate constants of exchange. Such
constants relate directly to the metabolic rates of the biological
pathways being traced and the active density of the molecular
sites of exchange within the tissue. The capability of PET to
make such absolute measurements in vivo and noninvasively
is unique and a major strength of the modality for clinical
research and healthcare.

Following their move from St. Louis to join Kuhl in
Philadelphia, Phelps and Hoffman collaborated with Douglass
and Williams at the EG & G ORTEC, a company based in
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The major achievement of this collabo-
ration was a commercial, single transaxial plane PET scanner
known as the emission computerized axial tomograph, the
ECAT I, which also consisted of a hexagonal array of detectors.
The first version of this commercial design was installed at
UCLA in Los Angeles [Fig. 3(b)] where convincing brain
images recorded with 18FDG were demonstrated.23 This device
was later upgraded to ECAT II,24 shown schematically in
Fig. 3(a) that was purchased by a number of centers in Europe,
the USA, and Japan that were already equipped with cyclotrons.
The design served to initiate a number of PET-based clinical
research programs using a standardized, commercially sup-
ported PET scanner.

After relocating to UCLA, Hoffman et al.25–30 published
a series of papers with coworkers on the criteria needed to obtain
true quantification using PET. The next design that was intro-
duced featured a ring-based geometry that, because of size and
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spacing of the detector elements, required innovation to obtain
sufficient spatial sampling. This was achieved by a half-crystal
rotation and a wobble of the entire detector ring. The wobble
mode required the center of the tomograph to be moved to
four specific locations around the circumference of a circle 1
in. in diameter, a design developed by Eriksson31 at the
Karolinska Hospital in Stockholm, Sweden. A complete emis-
sion data set was acquired at each wobble position, thereby sam-
pling different lines of response throughout the field-of-view.
The four sets could then be sorted into parallel projections
with higher projection sampling than any one of the individual
acquisitions. An alternative approach to increased spatial sam-
pling was the “clam shell” design of Derenzo et al.32 at the
Berkeley Laboratory in California.

These early designs incorporated one-to-one coupling
between the scintillation crystal and photodetector, usually
a photomultiplier tube. Such photodetectors complicated the
assembly of multiple transaxial planes that would image an
extended axial coverage. Nevertheless, the NEUROECAT was
completed successfully, a design that comprised three octagonal
arrays of bismuth germanate (BGO) detectors yielding five
transaxial planes that were imaged simultaneously.33 This
was followed by the ECAT III incorporating three rings of detec-
tors designed primarily for cardiac imaging.34 The smaller crys-
tal size incorporated into the ECAT III resulted in sufficient in-
plane sampling to obviate the need to rotate or wobble the ring.
A further innovation, pioneered by Eriksson at the Karolinska
Institute in association with the Scanditronix Company in
Uppsala, was the phoswich design aimed at producing higher
in-plane resolution. This involved coupling two scintillation
crystals, one BGO and one gadolinium orthosilicate (GSO) to
a single photomultiplier. The different light output characteris-
tics of BGO and GSO allowed the specific crystal to be iden-
tified and this detector configuration was incorporated into a
whole-body scanner design.35

4 Instrumentation for Positron Emission
Tomography: Block Detector and
Current Commercial Designs

In view of the finite size of photomultiplier tubes, one-to-one
coupling proved to be a physically limiting and an expensive
means for increasing volume spatial resolution and axial cover-
age. Since the subject receives a whole-body radiation dose irre-
spective of whether the part of the body is within the imaging
field of view, extending the axial coverage makes better use of
the emitted photon flux and improves overall system sensitivity.
The limitation of one-to-one coupling in ring systems was over-
come by using the well-established method of light sharing
between photomultipliers pioneered by Anger in the gamma
camera, which had been adopted earlier in the construction
of the MGH positron camera.10 Using this light sharing technol-
ogy, Casey and Nutt36 developed a block detector, composed of
four photomultipliers coupled to an 8 × 4 ð32Þ array of crystal
elements, each 5.6 mm (transaxial) by 12.9 mm (axial) and
30 mm deep. The scintillation crystal used was BGO, which
is not only more dense than the previously used sodium iodide,
it is not hydroscopic and, hence, could be more easily assembled
into a mosaic array. The principle of the block detector is
shown in Fig. 4 for an 8 × 8 ð64Þ array coupled to four
photomultipliers.

The first commercial block-based PET scanner, which had a
10-cm axial length and 15 transaxial-plane read-out, was
acquired by the Hammersmith group37 in London. It was fitted
with eight retractable rings of 68Ge for transmission scanning
that were also conveniently used for daily detector checks.
The initial designs with multiple rings of detectors incorporated
thin sheets of tungsten, termed septa, between the detector rings.
Septa restricted the detection of photons to within a given detec-
tor plane and one adjacent plane either side, such that a 3-D
volume of activity was essentially imaged as a set of 2-D parallel
transaxial planes. While septa reduced system dead time and

Fig. 3 (a) A schematic of the ECAT II scanner developed by EG & G ORTEC in Oak Ridge, Tennessee
showing the limited solid angle coverage of the early PET scanners; the design was based on the PETT
III developed in St. Louis by Ter-Pogossian and coworkers, and (b) the first commercial PET scanner,
the ECAT I, shown at UCLA.
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limited the detection of random and scattered coincidences from
other regions of activity, the small acceptance angle for true
coincidences resulted in very low overall sensitivity. Thus,
2-D acquisitions proved a challenge to the collection of sta-
tistically high-quality time course data within the short-time
frames required for kinetic sampling. The temporary removal
of the septa from the first block detector scanner at the
Hammersmith demonstrated both the sensitivity improvement
when recording all possible coincidences between all opposing
detector elements and the ability to perform fully three-dimen-
sional (3-D) reconstructions.38 This led to the design of a gen-
eration of PET scanners, which had the option of recording data
in both the septa-in (2-D mode) and with septa retracted (high
sensitivity “3-D” mode), as shown in Fig. 5.

The first such scanner with retractable septa was installed
at the Hammersmith Cyclotron Unit in 1991 as a brain-only
machine.39 Attenuation measurements were performed using
three retractable rod sources rotated around the patient when
the septa were extended. A technique was developed to correct
for the increased scatter fraction in 3-D by recording an addi-
tional coincidence window over the Compton region of the
energy spectrum.40

Taking advantage of the increased sensitivity of 3-D data col-
lection with no septa, a lower-cost scanner was developed com-
posed of 40% of the ring of detectors that were then rotated
around the patient to collect all tomographic views.41 A sche-
matic and photo of the device is shown in Fig. 6. This low-
cost design was commercialized in the early 1990s as the
ECATART. However, once Medicare reimbursement for certain
PET studies became a reality in 1998, interest in low-cost scan-
ners declined because there was a strong business case to equip
clinical PET centers with the more expensive full-ring scanners
that offered faster imaging times and hence higher throughput.
Even so, advantage was taken of the rotating gantry PET tech-
nology in combining it with a spiral x-ray CT scanner to produce
the first prototype of a combined PET/CT device that will be
described later.

Throughout the 1980s and most of the 1990s, BGO was the
main scintillator used in PET scanners manufactured by CTI
PET Systems (CPS, a joint venture with Siemens Healthcare) and
General Electric. The block design pioneered by Casey and
Nutt36 was refined into different matrices of crystals coupled to
four phototubes. In particular, the ECAT HR 47 comprised a
matrix of 8 × 7 crystals of size 5.9 mm × 2.9 mm and became
a workhorse of clinical PET, and the ECAT HR+ comprised
8 × 8 crystals of 4.4 mm × 4.2 mm for high-resolution brain and
whole-body imaging. An extended design was evaluated at
Hammersmith Hospital Cyclotron Unit in the late 1990s—the
ECAT EXACT3D,42 shown in Fig. 7, comprising six rings of
HR+ detector blocks instead of the four rings in the standard
HR+. Having no retractable septa and hence operating fully in
3-D, the design had a 25-cm axial field-of-view and achieved
a sensitivity of 10% for a centrally located point source.
Attenuation correction is performed by a rotating a 137Cs source
of activity.

Today, essentially all commercial PET scanners collect data
in high-sensitivity, 3-D mode as they are, in any case, not

Fig. 5 A schematic of 2-D and 3-D PET acquisition geometry. The
original multiring PET scanner configuration (a) incorporated lead
or tungsten shields between the detector rings thereby limiting acquis-
ition to positron events within each ring; out-of-plane photons were
eliminated by the septa. With the septa removed (b) a full 3-D acquis-
ition is possible including both in-plane and out-of-plane photons.

Fig. 6 (a) A schematic of the PRT-1, a rotating PET scanner devel-
oped at the University of Geneva, Switzerland, and CTI PET Systems,
Knoxville, Tennessee; the lower-cost design comprises 40% of the
detectors used in a full ring scanner and has no septa, and (b) the
PRT-1 showing the two banks of opposing BGO block detectors that
rotated around the patient to acquire a full, 3-D data set.

Fig. 4 (a) The block detector concept invented by Casey and Nutt in
1985. The incident annihilation photon is converted to light in the scin-
tillator and the sharing of light (b) between the four photomultiplier
tubes identifies the scintillator element and localizes the incident pho-
ton. The output from the block detector is the coordinates of the
element ðx; yÞ and the energy (E ) of the photon obtained by summing
the light produced in the scintillator.
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equipped with septa. Since the scatter fraction in 3-D may attain
35% or even higher as a fraction of the acquired data, sophis-
ticated scatter correction models have been developed to address
this problem. An early 2-D scatter correction technique was
developed by Bergstrom et al.43 based on integral transformation
of the projection data. The advent of 3-D PET demanded a dif-
ferent approach, and one of the first was the convolution–sub-
traction method of Bailey and Meikle.44 This approach was
later replaced with the single scatter model developed initially
by Ollinger45 and independently by Watson et al.46 that uses
both the (uncorrected) emission activity distribution and the map
of the attenuating medium to estimate the scatter distribution.
The widespread adoption of 3-D acquisitions challenged the
limits of BGO, especially for whole-body imaging of large
patients. The response was an ongoing search for a scintillator
with better light output, faster rise and decay times, improved
energy resolution, and reduced dead-time. To achieve improve-
ments in spatial resolution, the detector blocks would need to be
subdivided into a finer array of elements, therefore, requiring
increased light output in order to correctly identify the detector
element without significant mispositioning. The higher light
output would also improve energy resolution leading to a more
efficient rejection of scattered events.

The search led to the discovery of a new scintillator, lutetium
oxyorthosilicate (LSO), that had originally been used for nuclear
well logging but was found to have much superior light emission
properties to BGO for PET imaging.47 The first commercial
PET scanner incorporating LSO was the ECAT ACCEL48

that appeared around 1999. LSO is also the scintillator used
in the high-resolution research tomograph (HRRT) for brain
imaging.49 While some vendors have used a derivative of
LSO that incorporates a small percentage of yttrium (LYSO),
Philips Healthcare introduced a PET scanner (Allegro) with
GSO as the scintillator.50 The technical advantages of these
new scintillators resulted in better energy resolution leading to
finer subdivisions (13 × 13) in the detector blocks and lower
scatter fractions and improved timing resolution leading to
lower random coincidence rates. Overall, the new scintillators
yielded considerably higher noise equivalent count rates, espe-
cially for whole-body imaging of large patients.

A major advantage of LSO, apart from the higher light output
leading to better spatial and energy resolution, is the fast timing
that leads to lower detector dead time and, above all, the capabil-
ity to measure the time difference between the arrivals of the two

annihilation photons in the detectors. This ability, termed time-
of-flight (TOF), provides positioning information for the anni-
hilation point that is not available without TOF. Although with
current levels of timing the annihilation point can only be local-
ized to within a few centimeters, it is better than no information
at all. The timing information, by restricting the annihilation
point to within a few centimeters, translates into a statistical gain
and, thus, lower noise in the image. TOF for PET had been
explored in the 1980s with scintillators that were fast but had
low stopping power; BGO is too slow a crystal for conventional
TOF imaging. However, it was not until LSO appeared that TOF
made a resurgence with the launch of the Philips Gemini
TF (TrueFlight),51 followed by the Siemens Biograph mCT.
A study performed on the Siemens Biograph 6 Truepoint
demonstrated improved lesion detectability from reduced image
noise,52 especially for large patients with BMI > 30. Nowadays,
all PET scanners using fast scintillators integrate TOF into
the reconstruction algorithm with a timing resolution of around
500 ps for photomultiplier-based detectors and below 400 ps for
detectors incorporating the new solid-state photodetectors to be
discussed later.

Improvements in the presentation of image data have contrib-
uted significantly to the increased adoption of PET. In the brain,
coregistration of PET and MRI scans has helped in the interpre-
tation of the anatomical functionality of this complex organ. In
oncology, the PET data were originally presented as a series of
transaxial planes. However, since the typical axial coverage of a
PET scanner is 16 to 25 cm, in order to image the whole-body
with 18F-FDG, patients had to be moved axially through the
field of view of the scanner. The feasibility of this multistep
imaging protocol was originally demonstrated by Dahlbom
et al. at UCLA. They also showed that it was possible to display
such large volumes of image data as integrated longitudinal
sections.53 Subsequently, this has proven to be especially impor-
tant in the case of cancer staging when searching for metastatic
deposits anywhere in the body. A typical 18FDG scan of a
patient with metastatic disease is shown in Fig. 8, acquired by
stepping the patient through the scanner in discrete positions.

While the major vendors of PET scanners adopted BGO
as the scintillator of choice from the late 1970s until LSO
became available in the late 1990s, there was one excep-
tion. Muehllehner, Karp et al.54 at the University of
Pennsylvania developed a device based on the original sodium

Fig. 8 A whole-body image of the patient injected with FDG is
acquired by moving the bed through the scanner in discrete overlap-
ping steps (a), typically covering the range from base of brain to thighs
in 5 to 7 bed positions depending on the height of the patient. The
acquired image (b) then shows the use of glucose in all organs
throughout the body. A tumor would appear as a region of abnormal
uptake, as shown for this patient at the apex of the lung (arrowed).

Fig. 7 The high-sensitivity ECAT EXACT3D at Hammersmith
Hospital, London, in 1999. At the time, this was the most sensitive
PET scanner ever designed and built and it operated entirely in
3-D mode without septa.
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iodide (NaI) scintillator used in nuclear medicine gamma cam-
eras. Known originally as the HEAD PENN-PET, the group
used various technical and data processing techniques to extract
the maximum performance from a NaI PET scanner. A com-
pany, UGMMedical, was launched to commercialize the design
that eventually became known as the C-PET. The success
of UGM with NaI suggested to vendors of gamma cameras
that a dual-headed gamma camera equipped with coincidence
circuitry could function as a PET scanner55 thereby capitaliz-
ing on the large installed base of gamma cameras. However,
image quality was significantly poorer compared to a dedicated
PET scanner and therefore, given the expectation that small
lesions could be missed resulting in a misdiagnosis, this
approach was soon abandoned in favor of dedicated PET
instrumentation.

Finally, some PET scanners have been designed to image
specific organs such as the brain, breast, or prostate. One exam-
ple is the pioneering work undertaken by the Montreal group for
a device that images breast tumors.56 Physically, this is a very
challenging site given the high levels of interference from radio-
activity within the chest. Since that early work, a number of
designs for breast PET have emerged, including a couple of
commercial systems such as the Oncovision MAMMI design.57

Despite the improvements in spatial resolution, sensitivity, and
specificity offered by these dedicated devices, in practice most
centers prefer a whole-body PET scanner that can image all
organs.

5 Preclinical Positron Emission Tomography
for Small Animals

During the early 1990s, it was recognized that PET could also
play a role in imaging small animals such as rodents to obtain
longitudinal data in time to avoid sacrificing an animal at each
time point, which is an inefficient, expensive, and inaccurate
process. Thus, the group at Hammersmith explored the RAT
PET58 design using detectors from a human PET scanner.
Since the detectors were optimized for human imaging, the spa-
tial resolution of RAT PET was limiting for rodents. Cherry
et al.59 at the Crump Institute in Los Angeles developed a detec-
tor specifically for rodents and assembled the microPET, the first
successful small animal PET scanner. The design was commer-
cialized by Concorde Microsystems (later acquired by CTI Inc.,
Knoxville, Tennessee) in Knoxville, Tennessee. A number of
systems were sold for preclinical studies from 1995 onward and
a combination with magnetic resonance imaging was explored,
by Shao et al.60 Following the availability of LSO in the late
1990s, LSO-based microPET scanners with a spatial resolution
below 1 mm became available. A preclinical system with high
spatial resolution was developed by Lecomte et al.61 at
Sherbrooke University in Canada using avalanche photodiodes
(APDs) as the photodetector. This was a significant develop-
ment as it was one of the first designs to use magnetic-field
insensitive PET detectors, contemporaneous with the work of
Shao et al.60 and a decade before APD-based detectors were
used in the first clinical PET insert. Since 2005, when Siemens
Healthcare acquired CTI Inc., the microPET has been marketed
as the Siemens Inveon PET/CT scanner,62 although the company
recently withdrew from the market for preclinical PET/CT
instrumentation.

Other vendors have also offered preclinical PET systems
including General Electric, Philips, Bioscan, and Mediso in
Hungary. The business model is somewhat tenuous owing to

the small size of the overall market although PET imaging of
rodents has made some significant contributions to science,
such as the ground breaking use of PET to image gene transfer
and expression in animal tumors.63 They also serve to support
the preclinical development of new PET imaging biomarkers
and paradigms and have a role in drug discovery. In addition,
microPET scanners have been used to provide proof of concept
of therapeutic efficacies of agents where the nondestructive
nature of in vivo molecular imaging provides a unique means
for following changes over time in the same animal. As in
the clinical scanners, the microPET components are combined
with x-ray CT and, more recently, with an MR scanner.64 An
area which is somewhat underdeveloped is the preclinical
imaging of larger animals, such as nonhuman primates (NHP),
dogs, and pigs. An NHP scanner has recently been constructed
at the University of California, Davis (S. R. Cherry, private com-
munication). However, in general, while such animals require
clinical-sized systems rather than the microPET, they offer plat-
forms to explore new PET ligands for neuro studies (NHP),
cardiovascular disease (pigs), and naturally occurring malignan-
cies (dogs).

6 Tomographic Reconstruction Algorithms
In parallel with the technical development of PET instrumenta-
tion, improvements have been made in the reconstruction algo-
rithms used to produce tomographic images. The early single
ring systems, and the multiring scanners with septa acquired
data in 2-D that were then reconstructed using an approach
based on the direct inversion of the 2-D Radon transform,
termed filtered backprojection (FBP).65 First attempts at 3-D
reconstruction rebinned the 3-D data into a set of parallel 2-D
transaxial planes using a technique termed single-slice rebinning
(SSRB).66 The set of 2-D planes were then reconstructed with
the standard FBP. The inaccuracies in the SSRB algorithm
resulted in blurring of the image along the axial direction.
This blurring was eliminated in the 3-D reprojection (3DRP)
algorithm proposed by Kinahan and Rogers,67 an algorithm
that is essentially the 3-D extension of 2-D FBP with a technique
to complete the partially measured projections. Defrise et al.68

pioneered the Fourier rebinning algorithm (FORE) that accu-
rately rebinned 3-D data sets into 2-D, eliminating the inaccur-
acies of SSRB. Thus, once again a 3-D data set could be
reconstructed with an efficient, 2-D reconstruction algorithm,
opening up the possibility of using statistically based, iterative
algorithms. Such algorithms offer improved noise characteris-
tics compared to direct inversion algorithms such as FBP, but
they are generally more computationally burdensome than direct
methods and were, at that time, prohibitive in 3-D. An iterative
approach, the maximum-likelihood expectation maximization
(ML-EM) algorithm had been introduced by Dempster et al.69

and subsequently applied to PET by Shepp and Vardi70 and
Lange and Carson.71 Hudson and Larkin72 published ordered
subset EM (OSEM), an accelerated version of the ML-EM
approach that made iterative reconstruction a practical alterna-
tive to direct inversion. A further improvement, suggested by
Hudson and Larkin, was the incorporation of the attenuation
weights into OS-EM (AWOSEM) and the combination of FORE
and AWOSEM offered improved image quality compared with
3DRP.73 The incorporation of corrections for randoms, scatter,
attenuation, and detector efficiency variations into the system
model preserved the underlying Poisson statistics of the data
and resulted in the ordinary Poisson (OP)-OSEM algorithm,
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first investigated in 2-D.74 Finally, eliminating the rebinning step
(FORE) and implementing OP-OSEM fully in 3-D led
to the widely used 3D-OP-OSEM.75,76 A complete discussion
of PET reconstruction algorithms is beyond the scope of
this review; a comprehensive treatise on the topic has been
published by Defrise et al.,77 and a monograph devoted to 3-D
PET has been edited by Townsend and Bendriem.78 When a time
series of 3-D images are acquired instead of one static image,
a 4-D reconstruction can be performed incorporating the 3-D
kinetic data, thereby capitalizing on the statistical information
contained within the whole of the recorded time series data79,80

rather than just each specific 3-D frame. The kernel matrix
reconstruction captures the similarity between pixels and provides
a means to regularize image reconstruction (i.e., reducing noise)
without imposing an additional penalty function. In particular,
it provides better image quality for low-count data.81

A major restriction to realizing both high-sensitivity and
good spatial resolution in PET scanners has been the fact that
when a photon enters a matrix of detector elements, it may enter
through one element, deposit its energy at an unknown location
in depth within that element or may exit to deposit energy in an
adjacent element. These effects become increasingly problem-
atic as the ring diameter of the scanner is decreased or the
axial length is extended, although both procedures increase
sensitivity. This problem, which is one of parallax, has been
addressed by developing the means to provide a depth of inter-
action (DOI) measurement in the given detector that registers the
event. An example of a commercial scanner (although no longer
manufactured) with the capability to correct for DOI effects is
the dedicated HRRT brain camera.49 A more pragmatic (and less
costly) approach is to actually measure the spatially dependent
point spread functions (PSF) that characterize this parallax
effect, measuring them for each possible pair of coincident
detectors. The variation in the PSF throughout the imaging
field-of-view can then be modeled and used to correct for the
parallax effect during the iterative reconstruction process.

It is important that the model accurately reflects the resolu-
tion variation throughout the field-of-view. An artifact that
enhances edges artificially may be a consequence of a mismatch
of the model and a thorough review of the theory and practice of

PSF modeling, and some of the benefits, may be found in
Rahmim et al.82 As an illustration, the improvement in image
quality with PSF modeling for an 18FDG-PET scan is shown
in Fig. 9. The process is often referred to as high-definition
(HD) PET such that all possible coincident lines-of-response
are recorded in a scanner without loss of spatial resolution.
This results in improved image quality due to maximizing
the detection efficiency with better positioning of the lines-
of-response, and consequently less statistical uncertainty
(noise) in the image; high spatial resolution is maintained
throughout the field-of-view.83 This development is especially
important for the brain where a critical structure for imaging,
the cerebral cortex, is located toward the periphery of the
field-of-view. Panin et al.84 have shown that a point source res-
olution measurement that degrades from 2.5 mm in the center of
a scanner to 6.2 mm at 20 cm from the center improves, when
PSF modeling is applied, to around 2.0 mm uniformly through-
out the field-of-view.

The introduction of the fast scintillator LSO led to the incor-
poration of TOF information into the reconstruction algorithms.
Each line-of-response is subdivided into a number of different
time bins, typically 13 depending on the timing resolution. A
coincident event is assigned to a particular time bin depending
on the measured time difference between the pair of annihilation
photons. The acquired data are sorted into different arrays (sino-
grams) for each time bin, reconstructed and combined into
a final image incorporating TOF information. This spatial infor-
mation on the annihilation point for each event results in
improved signal-to-noise throughout the imaging volume.

This improvement in image signal-to-noise as a consequence
of incorporating TOF into the image reconstruction is shown in
Fig. 10. Although, as mentioned, BGO has always been consid-
ered too slow a scintillator to implement TOF acquisition,
a new approach is being considered85 by using the Cerenkov
light emitted by a charged particle travelling faster than the
speed of light in the medium (crystal). The Cerenkov emission
from BGO could be fast enough to allow TOF even though the
standard light emission from the scintillator is not adequate,
a point of interest because BGO is a considerably less costly
material and with a higher photon stopping power than LSO.

Fig. 9 The improvement in image quality frommodeling the system PSF for (a) the brain and (b) a whole-
body scan; the image on the left is without modeling and the image on the right is with PSF modeling.
Note the sharper detail and improved lesion detectability for the small lesion in the whole-body scan
(arrowed).
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7 From Positron Emission Tomography to
PET/CT and Beyond

During the 1990s, and even as far back as the 1960s, there was
interest in combining (fusing) different imaging modalities to
obtain a more complete picture of disease. However, since
the imaging devices were separate and often located in different
clinical departments, combining different modalities was
achieved through increasingly sophisticated software fusion
algorithms. Such algorithms achieved a high level of accuracy
in fusing images of the brain, PET with MR or PET with CT,
since the brain is fixed within the skull and has only a limited
number of degrees of freedom. In the rest of the body, the prob-
lem is much more complex owing to the greater number of
movement possibilities for other organs and structures com-
pared to the brain. This problem had been recognized by a pio-
neer in multimodality imaging, the late Bruce Hasegawa from
UCSF, who first adopted the approach of “hardware” fusion by
physically combining two imaging modalities: SPECT and CT
in 1991.86 Independently, also in 1991, Townsend and Nutt
proposed combining PET with x-ray CT although they were
unaware that, some 7 years earlier in 1984, Prof. Nagai
et al. at Gunma University in Japan had developed a PET/CT
design (Prof. Y. Sasaki, private communication). The design
comprised a PET and a CT scanner side-by-side with a single
bed mounted on a platform that moved sideways, parallel to the
scanner gantries. The platform thus transported the bed from one
scanner to the other and allowed coregistered PET and CT
images to be acquired without the patient leaving the bed. In
contrast, the design proposed by Townsend and Nutt combined
the PET and x-ray CT modalities into a single device that would
image both anatomy (CT) and function (PET). The underlying
concept was to provide an accurate high-resolution anatomical
framework from CT for the lower resolution functional images
from PET. Since the patient could be translated through the com-
bined device, even though the CT and PET were acquired
sequentially, a complete whole-body PET/CT scan with mini-
mal patient movement could be obtained in a single session.

In a collaboration between CPS Innovations (Knoxville,
Tennessee) and the University of Pittsburgh, a prototype PET/
CT scanner was developed87 with funding from the National
Cancer Institute and began clinical evaluation at the University
of Pittsburgh Medical Center in 1998, in the same year that
Medicare approved reimbursement for some PET studies.
Although the Pittsburgh prototype, shown in Fig. 11, was
designed to perform clinical CT and clinical PET imaging in
a single device, an additional advantage was that the CT could

be used to provide the attenuation correction factors required for
the PET data.88 A review of the development of multimodality
imaging can be found elsewhere.89 Clinical interest in the PET/
CT prototype was initially mixed with some enthusiastic pro-
ponents and substantial conservative opposition. However,
the results from early PET/CT patient scans were sufficiently
impacting to motivate both General Electric (Discovery PET/
CT) and Siemens (Biograph PET/CT) to develop a commercial
design that appeared within a few months of each other in 2001.
The improved PET imaging capability and the use of the CT
provide the attenuation correction factors for PET in a few sec-
onds instead of the many minutes required in PET-only scan-
ners, resulted in greatly increased patient throughput compared
with PET-only scanners. Since PET scans for an increasing
range of oncology indications were being reimbursed, the
reduced time for a PET procedure, resulting in higher patient
throughput, was of great economic benefit to a hospital and
gave increased patient access to PET imaging. The fused images
from PET/CT, by synergising the metabolic data from PETwith
the CT anatomy, greatly assisted image interpretation and,
as a result, offered more accurate staging and better diagnosis.
Within 3 years, by 2004, PET only scanners were no longer
obtainable from the major vendors. Philips also joined the
range of companies offering a PET/CT scanner (Ingenuity) and
the adoption of the technology was rapid. The major vendors
have continued to develop the PET/CT technology throughout
the past decade with the integration of increased multislice CT
and improvements in the software for acquisition, reconstruction,
and display. Recently, Toshiba America Medical Systems (now
Canon) re-entered the US market with their Celesteion PET/CT
system and a newcomer, United Imaging Healthcare-based in
Shanghai, introduced the uMI 510, a high-resolution PET/CT
scanner with 110,592 LYSO crystals. Thus, even after more
than 16 years of commercial PET/CT, new designs are still
being introduced, particularly with the appearance of a new
photodetector that will be described in more detail later.

The benefits of PET/CTover PETand CTacquired separately
are now documented in more than 12,000 publications and there
are more than 5000 PET/CT scanners in operation worldwide.
A pelvic PET/CT scan of a prostate cancer patient injected with
18F-fluorocholine is shown in Fig. 12. The widespread availabil-
ity of PET/CT scanners has led to a number of other advances
that have improved image quality. These include respiratory
and cardiac gating, particularly when imaging the thorax.90

Respiration can be monitored externally by either a pressure
belt around the chest or by following the movement of markers

Fig. 10 The improvement in image quality due to the incorporation of TOF into the reconstruction, where
(a) no TOF information and (b) with TOF information with a timing resolution of 375 ps. Images, acquired
on a Philips TOF PET scanner, are courtesy of Dr Joel Karp, Philadelphia.
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placed on the chest. The motion information can be integrated
into the reconstruction process by repositioning lines-of-
response within a fixed reference frame. A continuous acquis-
ition can be divided into gates based on a respiration or cardiac
signal and each gate reconstructed separately. The PET/CT
offers the possibility of using a 4-D CT scan to correct for move-
ment, although at the cost of increased radiation dose to the
patient.91 A recent strategy to reduce radiation dose from the
CT has been the introduction of iterative reconstruction compa-
rable to that routinely used in PET. Since its inception in 1972,

CT has always benefitted from a high photon flux that allowed
direct reconstruction methods to be used instead of the sta-
tistically based algorithms more suitable for photon-starved
modalities such as PET. Thus, reducing the x-ray flux (and
hence the radiation dose) and using an iterative reconstruction
technique, a comparable image quality can be achieved with a
lower radiation dose to the patient.92 Finally, a recent innovation
introduced on the Siemens mCT is that of continuous bed
motion acquisition instead of the conventional step-and-shoot
approach to whole-body imaging [Fig. 8(a)]. Termed the

Fig. 11 The first PET/CT scanner design (a) combining a spiral CT scanner with a rotating ART PET
scanner mounted on the same support as the CT. The CT images are acquired first by moving the bed
continuously through the scanner, whereas the PET images are acquired by discrete steps of the bed as
shown in Fig. 7. The fused images (b) of CT and PET are displayed on the screen for reading by the
attending radiologist.

Fig. 12 An 18F-fluorocholine PET/CT scan over the pelvic bed of a patient with prostate cancer dem-
onstrating a choline-avid lesion in the left prostatic lobe (arrowed); (a) CT scan, (b) PET scan, (c) PET/CT
fused image. Following a radical prostatectomy and histopathological analysis, this tumor was assigned
a Gleason score of 4þ 3. Images courtesy of Dr. Joshua Schaefferkoetter, Clinical Imaging Research
Centre, Singapore.
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mCT flow, the approach acquires the whole-body as a single 3-D
volume rather than a number of individual bed positions that
have then to be compiled into a single volume.93 While the
mCT flow motion approach provides a very convenient and
flexible interface for whole-body imaging, eliminating the
requirement to cover the whole-body in a discrete number of
overlapping bed positions, the superiority of continuous bed
motion has yet to be clearly demonstrated.

Even before PET/CT became clinical reality, around the mid-
1990s, there was considerable interest within the preclinical
domain for the combination of PET with MR. This was largely
due to the better soft tissue contrast obtainable with MR com-
pared to CT, particularly useful when imaging small animals.64

However, the photomuliplier-based photodetectors used since
the beginning of positron tomography, do not function in a mag-
netic field and require shielding even from the Earth’s field.
Consequently, PET detectors could not be operated inside, or
even close to, an MR scanner, precluding the possibility of a
PET/CT-like approach without additional shielding or a differ-
ent detector configuration. Throughout the 1990s and after the
turn of the century, much effort was devoted to the development
of semiconductor photodetectors that would be stable, efficient,
low noise, fast, and operate at reasonable temperatures. The first
such device that satisfied some of these specifications to be used
in a PET detector was an APD; a prototype preclinical imaging
device incorporating APDs appeared around 2005. A year later,
in 2006, Siemens Healthcare Molecular Imaging produced the
first PET detector ring using APDs that could be inserted into
a 3T clinical MR to acquire PET data simultaneously with the
operation of the MR. The ring diameter limited studies to
the brain94 and the company produced only five such inserts.
Then, in 2010, Siemens installed the first APD-based whole-
body PET/MR with simultaneous imaging capability, the
Biograph mMR shown in Fig. 13, at the Technical University
in Munich.95 The design generated significant interest, espe-
cially as a research instrument, and during the following
4 years 80 such systems installed worldwide.

Despite the recognized advantages of better soft tissue con-
trast, no radiation dose from the CT scan, motion correction
possibilities from the MR, and obvious benefits for pediatric
patients and imaging of brain, liver, heart, and joints, the
PET/MR has remained attractive mainly for research studies

rather than routine clinical use. Also in 2010, Philips unveiled
their PET/MR design (Ingenuity TF)96 that kept the MR and
PET separate 3 m apart) with a bed that swiveled the patient
from the MR to the PET; extra shielding of the PET scanner
was required to operate within 3 m of a 3T MR scanner and,
thus, the design does not allow simultaneous imaging of PET
and MR. As mentioned, one advantage of the simultaneous
design is that the MR navigator sequence can be used to monitor
movement and subsequently correct the PET data, without any
increase in radiation dose that is implicit in a 4-D CTacquisition
on the PET/CT. This is an important advantage of PET/MR
although using the MR for motion correction does not, in itself,
justify the high capital cost of the combined device. Figure 14
shows a whole-body PET/MR scan of a patient with myeloma
where multiple vertebral lesions can be seen showing increased
FDG uptake. The PET image is fused with a T1-weighted
MR scan.

Since the announcement of the mMR in 2010, a new photo-
detector, the silicon photomultiplier97 (SiPM) has emerged
offering much faster timing than the older APD and the possibil-
ity of one-to-one coupling between the scintillator elements and
the photodetector. In 2013, Philips announced a PET/CT scan-
ner (the Vereos) that employs a digital SiPM (dSiPM) as the
photodetector and thus, even though the SiPM development
was driven originally by the need for an MR-compatible photo-
detector, the emergence of SiPMs may result in compact, lower
cost, and higher performance detectors for PET/CT. Also
adopting the SiPM development, in 2013, GE launched an
SiPM-based PET/MR with simultaneous imaging capability, the
SIGNA PET/MR. In 2016, GE further announced a PET/CT,
the Discovery MI that incorporates PET detectors with SiPMs.
As of February 2017, there are more than 120 PET/MR instal-
lations worldwide, the majority active in research environments
since the transition to the clinic is limited by the cost of the tech-
nology and the absence, thus far, of a sufficiently proven unique
application. Since 2011, much has been made of the comparison
between PET/CT and PET/MR performance, especially for
oncology applications, and a recent metaanalysis98 involving
more than 2300 cancer patients demonstrated no clear benefit
for PET/MR over PET/CT as long as the MR is used only to
provide an anatomical framework. Such a protocol seriously
underexploits the power of MR and as potential clinical appli-
cations emerge from the early adopters and, hopefully, the tech-
nology becomes more affordable, PET/MR will undoubtedly
find a place alongside PET/CT in the clinic, just as MR and
CT have coexisted since the early 1980s. For a review of the
current status of PET/MR, see Ref. 99.

As an illustration of the extraordinary increase in the perfor-
mance and complexity of PET scanners from the 1970s to the
present day, consider the ECAT II, which, in 1976, consisted of
66 detectors, 363 lines-of-response and achieved a point source
sensitivity estimated at 0.16%. Compare this performance to that
of the state-of-the-art, four-ring Siemens Biograph mCT PET/
CT scanner that comprises 32,448 detector elements, 11,136
lines-of-response and has a measured point source sensitivity
of 6.4%. Thus, the improvement in sensitivity has been a factor
of 40 over the 40 years since the ECAT II was operational
at UCLA, a significant achievement. It is worth noting that,
because of the higher stopping power of BGO compared to
LSO, the ECAT EXACT3D40 had a point-source sensitivity
of 10%, exceeding even that of the state-of-the-art PET/CT
scanners of today.

Fig. 13 The combined PET/MR scanner (Siemens Healthineers) with
simultaneous MR and PET imaging capability.
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8 Clinical Applications
The PET technology and advances described above have driven
applications in clinical research and healthcare. The initial
stimulus for PET was for human brain studies, given the ana-
tomical and biological complexity of this organ. Furthermore,
direct and indirect costs associated with human brain disorders
are dominant in healthcare which, in Europe alone, amount to
some 800 Billion Euros per year.100 Initial studies focused
on the available PET tracers that included those imaging
regional cerebral blood flow using 15O-labeled water, oxygen
utilization101 using molecular 15O, and glucose utilization20

using 18FDG. The increasing drive to improve spatial resolution
and axial coverage of the brain was largely in response to the
progressive introduction of a wide range of specific neurotrans-
mitter and neuroreceptor imaging biomarkers labeled with 11C
and 18F. The sensitivity and temporal resolution of PET scanners
made it possible to acquire scans kinetically that could then be
modeled to quantify rate constants of neurotransmitter pathways
and binding.102 Improved spatial resolution and increased axial
coverage, as offered by the block detector technology, had an
immediate impact for regional brain activation studies using
15O-labeled water.103 For such studies, it is important to be
able to survey the topography of activation across most of
the brain. This stimulated the development of statistical para-
metric mapping (SPM), which has proved to be one of the
most influential analytical methods for identifying regional
changes in images of brain function.104 The enhanced sensitivity
brought about by the introduction of (septa-retracted) 3-D PET,
provided sufficient statistical quality to effect single subject
studies.105 This was a significant advance since data from the
(septa-extended) 2-D brain activation studies had intrinsically
lower statistical quality. Thus, in order to power studies, groups
of subjects had to be combined thereby considerably limiting
the ability to undertake activation studies of brain disorders
in patients who inevitably present with diverse pathologies.
For such an anatomically complex organ as the human brain,
the coregistration of PET images with MRI proved invalu-
able,106 a procedure implemented in software with SPM but

coregistered images can now be obtained directly since the
introduction of combined PET/MR systems.99 The ground-
breaking human neuroscience produced by PET-based brain
activation studies of cerebral blood flow stimulated the develop-
ment of the BOLD fMRI brain activation method.107 As a result,
this technique went on to dominate the methodology for brain
activation studies and the ensuing considerable human neuro-
scientific outcomes. Currently, new applications of PET in
the brain include Alzheimer’s disease with a focus on using
the range of biomarkers that have been developed for amyloid
and tau imaging.108 Another exciting recent development has
been that of a PET biomarker for imaging the synapse, which
raises the possibility to combine imaging of the brain and the
periphery.109 Since whole-body scanners now cover up to
25 cm axially, the entire human brain can be imaged in a single
bed position, obviating the need for a brain-only scanner.
One exception is the portable PET scanner developed recently
to image mobile patients as they perform regular tasks
(S. Majewski, private communication). The HRRT PET scanner
is the current state-of-the-art brain imager that was introduced in
the late 1990s and, as mentioned, is no longer commercially
available.46 For a review on the development, past achievements,
and future directions of brain PET, see Ref. 110.

The applications of PET in cardiology occurred early in the
development of PET applications and employed surrogate trac-
ers for myocardial blood flow, such as 13N-labeled ammonia111

and generator-produced 82Rb.112,113 The latter, with a 75-s half-
life enabled at-rest and challenge studies to measure regional
coronary flow reserve. 15O-labeled water has been used as
a pure perfusion tracer both for measures of flow reserve and
viable tissue fraction.114,115 The measurement of regional
myocardial metabolism has been possible using 18FDG116 and
labeled fatty acids, such as 11C-palmatate117 and 11C-acetate.118

More advanced studies have included the use of 11C-labeled
imaging biomarkers of the sympathetic nervous system in the
myocardium.119 Historically, the only PET scanners developed
specifically for cardiology appeared around the mid-1980s, the
POSICAM scanner from Positron Corporation120 in 1985 that

Fig. 14 A whole-body FDG-PET/MR scan of a patient with myeloma where the FDG-PET is fused with
T1-weighted MR images. Multiple vertebral lesions are seen in the coronal slice with increased uptake of
FDG. The images are (a) T1-weighted MR, (b) PET, and (c) fused PET/MR. Images courtesy of
Dr. Joshua Schaefferkoetter, Clinical Imaging Research Centre, Singapore.
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used barium fluoride crystals and the ECAT III,32 which had a
similar, three detector rings with five image planes arrangement
as in the earlier NEUROECAT.31 The subsequent block design,
whole-body scanners met the needs of cardiology. Prior to
the introduction of the LSO scintillator, 3-D PET scanning of
the heart using BGO scintillators was challenging due to the
high out-of-field photon flux that resulted in high dead time
and random coincidence rates.121 This meant that only relatively
low levels of PET tracer could be injected, although this limi-
tation was to some extent mitigated when LSO-based systems
were introduced. For a thorough review of PET in cardiology,
see Ref. 122.

The application of PET in oncology developed more gradu-
ally than neuro and cardiac PET. 18FDG had been developed
primarily for imaging brain metabolism and earlier work in
PET oncology developed as extensions of the brain disorders
programs by focusing on the detection of brain tumors. For
this, it was considered that imaging amino acid transport would
be a big differentiator between the nonproliferating normal brain
tissue and malignant tissue. This was shown to be the case using,
for example, 11C-labeled methionine.123,124 However, Di Chiro,
a neuroradiologist at the National Institutes of Health, showed
that the more readily available 18FDG was useful for detecting
recurrent tumor despite the high background of glucose utiliza-
tion from normal brain tissue.125,126 Evidence of the preference
of a malignant tumor for anaerobic glycolysis, known as the
Warburg effect,127 was demonstrated when comparing oxygen
utilization of brain gliomas, using 15O, to that of glucose utiliza-
tion using 18FDG.128 The confirmation of the high glucose uti-
lization of lung cancer, and its detectability against the low-
density normal lung tissue,129 opened up the possibility for
the subsequent extensive use of 18FDG in cancer. As a conse-
quence, it has become the principle clinical PET procedure for
detecting, staging, and assessment of treatment response of
cancer.130 The oncology application of PET has been a major
driver for the developments in PET scanner technology, and,
in particular, whole-body imaging, PET/CT and to a lesser
extent, PET/MR. Over the years, other generic PET imaging
biomarkers of cancer have been developed, such as for tumor
perfusion, proliferation, apoptosis, hypoxia, and angiogenesis.
Additionally, by radiolabeling new anticancer drugs, it has
been possible to use PET in early stages of clinical trials to
obtain unique information of drug pharmacokinetics in normal
and malignant tissues. For a review on the historical develop-
ment of PET in oncology, see Ref. 131. More recently, signifi-
cant developments have resulted from the introduction of
biomarkers of specific cancers. Examples of this approach are
the use of specific antibodies, which, because of their long bio-
logical half-life in the blood, must be labeled with longer-lived
PET radionuclides such as 89Zr (half-life: 78.4 h). This is
because the incorporation of the antibody into the tumor tissue
and its clearance from normal tissues is slow and imaging is
performed several days after administration.132 Smaller antibody
constructs such as nanobodies, which clear faster, labeled with
68Ga (half-life: 68 min), allow imaging of tumor uptake within a
few hours.133 The prostate cancer biomarker, prostate-specific
membrane antigen (PSMA), with efficient targeting of primary
prostate cancer and metastatic disease is claimed to be imaging
the target of the decade. For such a common disease, PSMA fits
the dual role of diagnostic imaging agent and a selective delivery
mechanism for a therapeutic agent such as a long-lived beta
emitter.134,135

9 Future Developments
There are a considerable number of current and potential future
clinical applications for PET, and in particular demands for
whole-body imaging. However, despite all the progress in the
technology described above, there are still major technical
limitations to realizing this potential, which, therefore, point
to the need for even more advances in PET instrumentation.
The following points summarize the future opportunities and
limitations to achieve these advances:

1. About 75% of PET scanners internationally are not
associated with a dedicated cyclotron and radiochem-
istry facilities. Furthermore, the cost of implementing
a dedicated full-GMP grade radiochemistry facility is
proving prohibitively expensive and time-consum-
ing. Thus, much more could, and should, be made
of distribution centers investing in GMP and under-
taking the production of a range of new imaging bio-
markers labeled with 18F, 68Ga, and 89Zr, and even
11C-labeled tracers where specific activity is not criti-
cal. The key to make such central investments viable
is to extend the time and hence distance they can
be shipped. One way of realizing this is to increase
the sensitivity of whole-body PET scanners such
that they can image with an order-of-magnitude less
injected radioactivity than current devices.

2. Effective sensitivity is lost at higher count rate due to
the level of random coincidences and detector dead
time. To minimize these effects, the coincidence tim-
ing window and incorporation of efficient parallel
data collection are ways to reduce these sources of
loss of sensitivity.

3. Despite the proven value of using radiolabeled tracers
in clinical research and healthcare, there remains a
reluctance against the use of ionizing radiation in
humans. This limits the use of PET-based molecular
imaging for research in normal subjects, repeat stud-
ies in patients, and studies with children, babies, and
pregnant women. It also limits the numerous oppor-
tunities for using PET in health check screening, for
which there is an increasing justification. Unless
studies can be performed with absorbed radiation
doses approaching that of a few weeks of natural
background, the full application of PET is unlikely
to be realized. Such levels would be effectively clas-
sified as nonradioactive, comparable to that used in
airport screening systems.

4. Quantification to the extent of deriving regional rate
constants of compartmental exchange and hence spe-
cific biological parameters is rarely implemented in
PET mainly because of the difficulty in obtaining the
arterial blood input function. However, if high-
quality image-derived arterial input functions could
be obtained routinely from imaging the abdominal
aorta, this could potentially promote dynamic PET
scanning as a quantitative tool for the scientific
and healthcare community.
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5. Given the inherent sensitivity and specificity of PET,
there is a case for capitalizing further on develop-
ments to date by exploring the means for detecting
lower levels of pathophysiological processes than can
be currently achieved. This could be realized either
by improving spatial resolution or using kinetic sig-
natures to reveal levels of existing disease even below
the spatial resolution of the scanner. Examples of the
later would be in the detection of the presence of
micrometastases that are expressed as a separate
tracer kinetic component contained within the kinetic
components of normal tissue.136 Such an analysis
could also be applied to detection of low levels of
inflammation and infection.

6. In oncology, there is an increasing demand for diag-
nosis, staging, and therapy response using currently
available imaging biomarkers such as 18FDG. To
accommodate this demand, especially in high-density
urban environments, the current throughput of some
30 min per patient restricts the volume of patient
scans and contrasts poorly with that achievable
with x-ray CT, even though MR has typically longer
imaging times. The use of more sensitive whole-body
PET scanners able to process more patients per unit
of time and space would make better use of space and
staff compliment, and be more cost effective since the
imaging charge per patient will likely be decreased.

7. PET-based oncology imaging is making major
inroads into the theranostics domain which combines
therapy and diagnostics. Late time point imaging of
therapeutic antibodies is now possible through label-
ing with the 78.4 h half-life radionuclide 89Zr.132

Short-time point imaging is possible with macromo-
lecules such as peptides and antibody substructures
such as nanobodies labeled with 68Ga, a PET radio-
nuclide obtained from a 68Ga generator, or 18F that
has a lower energy positron and hence offers higher
spatial resolution images.133 Currently, the primary
example for theranostics is that of PSMA for the
identification and treatment of primary and meta-
static prostate cancer.134

8. For inflammatory processes, there is an opportunity
to extend detection of active atheromatous plaques137

to the whole-body, as well as tracking radiolabeled
inflammatory cells over a period of days or weeks.

9. Novel in silico and in vitro strategies are being imple-
mented to develop specific imaging biomarkers of
infection which promise to impact the detection of
HIV, TB parasites and sepsis as new imaging bio-
markers emerge.138

10. There is increasing awareness of the need in medi-
cine to adopt a more whole-body, holistic “systems
biology” approach to disease, such as, for example,
physical-mental aspects, endocrine functions, pla-
cebo effects through neuro immunity and mater-
nal-fetal medicine. The tracer principle, upon which
PET is based, as applied to the whole-body is well

positioned to make unique contributions in such
areas in clinical research and healthcare. For this,
it is anticipated that paradigms involving whole-
body real-time activity data will need to be acquired
for all connecting tissues and organs of the body.

There are two major definable technical opportunities for
expanding the applications of whole-body PET imaging,
which, if implemented, promise to provide a step change in
the use of PETand the means for finally achieving its full poten-
tial. Currently, PET scanners record around 1% of the coincident
pairs of photons emitted from the body and the acquired coin-
cidences are stored in listmode as individual events with a time
stamp or sorted into arrays (sinograms) from which the 3-D
distribution of the tracer can be reconstructed; increasingly
reconstruction is now performed directly on the listmode
file.139 The level of uncertainty in this reconstruction process
increases noise and hence reduces sensitivity. Extending the
axial field-of-view of the PET scanner to cover the whole-
body would meet many of the desired criteria that were dis-
cussed above. This is by no means a new idea and was discussed
some 26 years or more ago, a time when whole-body PET scan-
ning was still in its infancy. Current PET scanners have an axial
field of view of around 25 cm, so that extending this to some 2 m
in length would increase the sensitivity for whole-body PET
by a factor of 40.140 With this projected performance, and the
clinical applications outlined above, funding has been achieved
within the USA-based EXPLORER program to commission
the construction of the first total-body PET scanner by United
Imaging Healthcare America, a North American Subsidiary of
Shanghai United Imaging Healthcare, and SensL Technologies,
Cork, Ireland. The device2 is due to become operational in
mid-2018.

As discussed above, TOF scanners operating at around
400 ps timing resolution have been shown to improve signal-
to-noise, but still require a reconstruction algorithm that,
unfortunately, intrinsically increases noise. The vision of
developing a scintillator–photodetector combination that would
achieve 10 ps timing has been launched, which, if successful,
would localize the annihilation point to 2 mm and obviate
the need for reconstruction. The sensitivity improvement from
such an approach would be at least an order of magnitude.141

Attaining a 10-ps timing would open up an entirely new concept
of a static partial ring scanner. The partial ring scanner (PRT-1)
shown in Fig. 6 rotated to collect a complete data set for tomo-
graphic reconstruction. However, with 10-ps timing, reconstruc-
tion would not be required and thus a partial ring design could
be static, potentially a more cost-effective way to achieve a
total-body PET scanner than the full-ring EXPLORER.

To summarize, the combination of the geometry of the total-
body scanner (EXPLORER) together with ultrashort TOF tim-
ing could increase the sensitivity from present day levels by a
factor of 400, which would meet the low-dose requirements dis-
cussed above. Finally, there is one other potential signal-to-noise
increase that could be envisaged. A 70-kg human body com-
prises 40 kg of soft tissue. A discrete voxel element of 4 mm
(current PET scanner resolution) corresponds to 1 cm3. Thus,
when acquiring kinetic data from a total-body PET scanner,
there are 40,000 possible discrete time-activity curves. If
these curves could be averaged to, say, 20 time-activity curves,
a significant gain signal-to-noise could be achieved. The
selected 20 time-activity curves would then provide the basis
to which an SPM-type analysis could be applied to extract
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perturbations within the normal tissue time-activity data caused
by focal pathology. It is interesting to speculate what would
be the final overall sensitivity gain from combining a total-
body imaging geometry with ultimate TOF and kinetic signal
averaging.

10 Conclusions
Since the 1970s, the technical developments in PET instrumen-
tation have resulted in major improvements in image quality for
patient studies. These advances, although initially seen to be
somewhat costly, have, by opening up new clinical applications,
proved ultimately to be cost-effective. There is no reason to
believe these advances cannot continue to the extent envisioned
above. This progress will come with major technical challenges
that must be embraced by physicists, engineers, and the com-
mercial community. The stimulus that will drive these efforts
must originate from the promise of unparalleled applications
of PET-based molecular imaging in clinical research and
healthcare.
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